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Abstract
The absorption rate of low-energy, or soft, electromagnetic radiation by spher-
ically symmetric black holes in arbitrary dimensions is shown to be fixed by con-
servation of energy and large gauge transformations. We interpret this result as
the explicit realization of the Hawking-Perry-Strominger Ward identity for large
gauge transformations in the background of a non-evaporating black hole. Along
the way we rederive and extend previous analytic results regarding the absorp-
tion rate for the minimal scalar and the photon.
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1 Introduction
Recently, a number of intriguing connections have been made between three physical ideas: “large
gauge transformations”, “memory” effects [1–3], and soft theorems (e.g., in [4]). Beyond showing
old results [5–8] are the result of underlying symmetry principles, these results have motivated new
investigations into soft scattering and memory [9]. This paper extends this “triangle” of related phe-
nomena into a “square”; the new vertex being low energy absorption rates.
The basic insight is that local transformations that have nonvanishing support on the boundary of
spacetime need not be gauged,1 in which case they are physically relevant symmetries with all that
entails: conserved currents, charges, and Ward identities. The transformations are energy-preserving
shift symmetries: inhomogeneous transformations of the field. Shift symmetries suggest spontaneous
symmetry breaking, and indeed one can interpret the transformations that are not isometries of the
vacuum as spontaneously broken symmetry generators. With new conserved charges in theories of
gravity, it is natural to ask, as Hawking–Perry–Strominger (HPS) did [11], about the implications for
black hole evaporation.
While the exact role of these large gauge charges in the black hole information problem has not
been fully understood as of yet, we show that shift symmetries of the above kind constrain the form
of low energy black hole absorption. Indeed, we show that conservation of energy along with large
gauge symmetry conservation laws fix the leading low-energy photon absorption rate of spherically
symmetric black holes in (p+ 2)-dimensions. Beyond the conceptual advance in clarifying the role of
large gauge transformations for black hole physics, and in demonstrating that low energy absorption
follows from symmetry arguments, our result for absorption of angular momentum ` electromagnetic
waves for general p and general charge Q black holes in asymptotically flat space appears to be a
new result in the literature.2 Insofar as Weinberg’s soft theorem is equivalent to the Ward identity
for large gauge transformations, one might state our basic result as “Weinberg’s soft theorem fixes
the leading low energy black hole absorption rate”; however, we prefer to say that (large) gauge
symmetry implies both Weinberg’s soft theorem and low energy black hole absorption.
This paper serves as an illustration of the basic idea. The approach can obviously be straight-
forwardly generalized in a number of directions. The liminal arguments presented here apply to any
other fields with inhomogeneous symmetry transformations—shift symmetries—including gravitons
and gravitinos, cf. [17, 18]. One should be able to generalize our results to spinning black holes and
black branes, as well. Minor modifications should allow one to apply our methods to asymptotically
anti-de Sitter spacetimes, which should give low energy transport coefficients. Let us further note
that the conservation laws we write down are valid quite generally, even in spacetimes without an
event horizon.
We present the calculation as a classical scattering problem. This serves two purposes: first, it
agrees better with the existing black hole scattering literature and second, it may make the calculation
accessible to a broader audience. The latter is particularly important, given confusion observed by
the authors regarding the significance of HPS [19, 20] and more generally the connection between
large gauge transformations and infrared physics [21, 22].
Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the conventions we be use in
the rest of the paper. In sec. 3, we derive the general result for minimal scalar found in [23] using
only conservation of energy and the shift symmetry of the scalar. We show that these two symmetries
fix the absorption of low-energy scalar waves uniquely. The constant shift symmetry of the minimal
scalar serves as a toy version of the electromagnetic gauge symmetry. Many of the equations and
much of the reasoning carry over to the electromagnetic case with only small changes. We then
expand this analysis to the photon in sec. 4. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the results and
an outlook describing future work. In the appendices, we collect some useful results for reference.
1Here, “gauged” is used to mean unphysical degrees of freedom that are modded out of the Hilbert space. This, in of itself,
is not new e.g. [10]; what is new is the realization that there are many more interesting transformations than previously realized
in asymptotically flat spacetime. The specific transformations are interesting because the corresponding longitudinal modes
are, in fact, the low energy limit of the usual transverse modes.
2The four-dimensional Reissner–Nordström result appears in [12, 13]; the general p result for Schwarzschild in [14]; and
for extremal charge in [15]. Note that an even more general result for Kerr solutions can be found in [16].
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2 Conventions
Following Das–Gibbons–Mathur (DGM) [23], we work with (p+2)-dimensional spherically symmet-
ric black hole spacetime metrics of the form
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + g(r)
(
dr2 + r2dΩ2p
)
, (1)
with horizon at radius r = rH which is determined by f(rH) = 0. The squared line element on the
unit p-sphere is denoted by dΩ2p. The area of the horizon is given by3
AH =
(
r2Hg(rH)
)p
2 ωp = R
p
Hωp ωp =
2pi
p+1
2
Γ(p+12 )
, (2)
where ωp is the volume of the unit p-sphere and RH is the normalized radius of the sphere, defined
from the above by R2H = r
2
Hg(rH). The functions f(r) and g(r) are given for the Schwarzschild black
hole and Reissner–Nordström (RN) black holes in Appendix A. The functions g(r) and f(r) have
particularly nice properties for our calculation. The former is finite at the horizon of the black hole
while the latter is of order O(r − rH)2 at the horizon. Note these coordinates are valid outside the
horizon, at r > rH. For the extremal RN black hole, the horizon gets mapped to rH = 0 and the
function g(r) diverges at the horizon in this case. The exact expressions for p + 2 dimensions and
more details can be found in appx A.
3 Minimal Scalar
The minimal scalar enjoys a shift symmetry φ → φ +  that one can think of as a toy version of the
large gauge transformations to be considered in the sequel. While the low energy ` = 0 absorption
result we calculate already exists in [23], the connection to this symmetry has not been emphasized.4
Begin by considering a massless, minimally coupled scalar φ in an arbitrary curved background:
S =
∫
dp+2x
√
−g 12g
µν∂µφ∂νφ. (3)
For the metric in (1), the equations of motion take the form
E(φ) = −
1
f(r)
∂2tφ+
1
rp
√
f gp+1
∂r
(
rp
√
f gp−1∂rφ
)
+
1
g(r)r2
∆ˆpφ, (4)
where ∆ˆp is the Laplacian on the unit p-sphere. Let us use the time translation and spherical symme-
try of the background to decompose φ(x) into modes:
φ(t, r,Ω) =
∑
`,m
∫
dω
2pi
φω,`,m(r) Y`,m(Ω)e
−iωt. (5)
In the following, we will perform our analysis on a ` = 0 fixed ω mode, frequently suppressing the
mode labels to avoid notational clutter.
3.1 Symmetries
We will use two symmetry properties of the scalar field. First of all, the rigid shift symmetry with
transformation
φ(x) 7→ φ(x) + , (6)
where ∂µ = 0. The corresponding conserved current is given by
jµ = gµν∂νφ, (7)
3We correct a minor typo in [23].
4Although the resulting conservation laws do appear in [24, 25].
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which almost trivially satisfies
∇µjµ = E(φ)δφ, (8)
as required. This is the statement of conservation of canonical momentum in [24, 25]. Additionally,
we will need conservation of energy. For this we need the stress tensor, which is given by
Tµν =
2√
−g
δS
δgµν
= ∇µφ∇νφ− 1
2
gµνgρσ∇ρφ∇σφ (9)
It is possible to express T in terms of j, but the conservation law is independent of the conservation
of j. As our metric has a timelike Killing vector, ξ = ∂t, conservation of energy follows
∇µTµ0 = ∇µ(Tµνξν) = 0. (10)
3.2 Solutions
In order to find the ` = 0 low energy absorption rate, we need to solve the ` = 0 equation of motion
in two limits: the asymptotically flat region, r  rH, where f,g → 1; and the near-horizon region,
(r − rH)  RH. The conservation laws relate the two regions’ small ω behavior without having to
say anything about the interior. Note that solving in these two regions is necessary, anyway, to define
what we mean by the absorption rate, and to impose physically appropriate boundary conditions at
the horizon.
Asymptotically Flat Limit For r  rH, f(r) = g(r) = 1 and we just have the flat equations of
motion. For ` = 0, the solution is
φflat(r) = (ωr)
−p−12
(
Aω Jp−1
2
(ωr) + Bω Yp−1
2
(ωr)
)
r rH, (11)
for p > 1. We take two further limits of the above result. First, taking ωr 1, we may use the Bessel
functions’ large argument asymptotic form to write
φflat(r) ' 2√
2pi(ωr)p
(
Aω cos
(
ωr− (p−2)pi4
)
+ Bω sin
(
ωr− (p−2)pi4
))
ωr 1. (12)
Second, taking ωr  1 (but keeping r  rH) we may use the small argument limit of the Bessel
functions to write
φflat ' 1
2
p−1
2
(
Aω
Γ(p+12 )
−
BωΓ(
p−1
2 )
pi
(ωr
2
)−(p−1))
ωr 1. (13)
It is the above limiting form which gets related to the near-horizon physics by the two conservation
laws.
Near-Horizon Limit For the near-horizon analysis, it is convenient to define a new radial coordinate
ρ (τ in [23]) such that
∂ρ = r
p
√
f(r)g(r)p−1∂r. (14)
With this radial coordinate, the equation of motion takes the form
E(φ) =
1
f(r)
(
r2g(r)
)p [∂2ρ − (r2g(r))p∂2t + f(r)(r2g(r))p−1∆p]φ. (15)
At the horizon of a nonextremal black hole, f has a double zero and g is regular. The ` = 0 mode
equation for r ∼ rH becomes (
∂2ρ + R
2p
Hω
2)φω(ρ) = 0, (16)
with solutions exp(±iωRpHρ). Ingoing boundary conditions choose the negative sign. Thus, for small
r the solution takes the form
φω(r) ' φH e−iωR
p
Hρ. (17)
4
Absorption Rate We can use the asymptotically flat solutions to give the absorption rate in terms
of Aω and Bω. Explicitly, from eq. (12) the absorption rate is given by
Γabs = 1 −
∣∣∣∣∣1 − i
Bω
Aω
1 + iBω
Aω
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (18)
Instead of working with the coefficients A and B, let us rewrite the ratio B/A in terms of φ ′(R)/φ(R)
for R rH andωR 1. Using (13), we may write
Bω
Aω
=
(
ωR
2
)p−1
pi(p− 1)
2 Γ(p+12 )
2
R
φ′(R)
φ(R)
p− 1 + Rφ
′(R)
φ(R)
, (19)
after dropping subleading terms in ωR. Below we show that conservation of energy and “canonical
momentum” fixes φ ′(R)/φ(R), for R  rH and ωR  1, in terms of φ ′(rH)/φ(rH). From the near-
horizon solution, we see that
φ ′(rH)
φ(rH)
= −iω
√
g(rH)
f(rH)
, (20)
where there is an implicit regulator on rH, since f(r) has a double zero at the horizon. We will see that
the regulator cancels out of the absorption rate.
3.3 Conservation laws
We have two conserved currents, eqs. (7) and (10), corresponding to shift symmetry and time trans-
lation symmetry. The shift symmetry implies the existence of a constant mode, which we would like
to relate to the ω → 0 limit of the ` = 0 (s-wave) mode. The conservation laws imply that for any
subregion R, ∮
∂R
?j =
∫
R
d ? j =
∫
R
E(φ)δφ
w
= 0, (21)
where we use the notation of [26] to emphasize that the last equality follows only after using equations
of motion. It is up to us to find a convenient contour C = ∂R that usefully constrains the dynamics
under consideration. To follow HPS, it would seem natural to choose the spacetime outside the black
hole event horizon; however, we need to regulate the contour. For the steady state absorption process
under consideration, the following regulated contour seems most convenient:
C = Σ− ∪Λ ∪ Σ+ ∪H, (22)
with
Λ : r = R t ∈ [−T , T ]
Σ− : t = −T r ∈ [rH + δ,R]
Σ+ : t = T r ∈ [rH + δ,R]
H : r = rH + δ t ∈ [−T , T ].
. (23)
See Fig. 1 for a depiction of the surfaces. Note that we are not working with null surfaces, which
is different from HPS; although this should not change the physics. In the limit δ → 0 and R, T → ∞
we should cover the exterior spacetime. More specifically we shall take δ→ 0 first, and T and R large
with T  R.
Using the shift current and the contour C, (21) becomes
∫R
rH
dr rp
√
g(r)p+1
f(r)
∫∞
0
dω
sin(ωT)
piω
ω2(φω(r) − φ−ω(r))
= Rp
√
f(R)g(R)p−1
∫∞
−∞ dω
sin(ωT)
piω
φ ′ω(R) − r
p
H
√
f(rH)g(rH)p−1
∫∞
−∞ dω
sin(ωT)
piω
φ ′ω(rH). (24)
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Σ−
Λ
Σ+
H R
rH + δ
Figure 1: A cartoon of the integration regions. Time runs upward and each S1 of the cylinder represents an
Sp. The top and bottom of the cylinder are at ±T , the respective regions Σ± are the spatial integration regions.
Λ is blue, H is green. At a distance of δ  RH to the horizon of the black hole, located at r = rH, we put a
stretched horizon. Similarly, at R  rH we put a stretched infinity. At the end of the calculation we will remove
both regulators at the same time.
Recalling that
lim
T→∞
sin(ωT)
piω
= δ(ω), (25)
we find in the smallω limit the spacelike portions of the contour are subleading and thus
Rp
√
f(R)g(R)p−1φ ′ω(R) ' rpH
√
f(rH)g(rH)p−1φ
′
ω(rH) +O(ω
2). (26)
As we noted before, this result can be found in [24, 25] as conservation of canonical momentum. No-
tice that the conservation law is a useful constraint, precisely because it is indifferent to the behavior
of φ (or equivalently the metric coefficients f and g) in the middle region away from the horizon and
asymptotically flat region.
The shift conservation law (26) is not sufficient to determine the absorption rate. We need two
conditions relating the near-horizon mode behavior to the asymptotic mode behavior. Thus, let us
turn to conservation of energy.
Let us take the same contours as in (23). Note that there is an important difference from the shift
symmetry: all of the spherical modes contribute to the energy. Let us work on the spacelike slices
first:∫
Σ
?J = −
1
2
∫
dΩrp
√
f(r)g(r)p−1φφ ′
∣∣∣R
rH
−
1
2
∫
dΩ
∫
dr rp
√
fgp+1
[
φ˙2
f
−
φφ¨
f
− φE(φ)
]
. (27)
Note that the second term is O(ω), after using the equations of motion. The spacelike integrals again
give subleading corrections to the leading result when one takes T →∞. The timelike integrals give∫
Λ+H
?J = ωp
∫
dω1
2pi
∫
dω2
sin((ω1 +ω2)T)
pi(ω1 +ω2)
(−iω2)
[
rp
√
f(r)g(r)p−1φ ′ω1(r)φω2(r)
]R
rH
. (28)
In the large T limit, the sin factor gives a δ(ω1 +ω2), and we are left with
Rp
√
f(R)g(R)p−1φ−ω(R)φ
′
ω(R) = r
p
H
√
f(rH)g(rH)p−1φ−ω(rH)φ
′
ω(rH). (29)
Combining conservation of energy with the shift conservation law we find that φω approaches the
constant shift mode in the smallω limit:5
φω(rH) ' φω(R) +O(ω), (30)
5We assume a single coherentω is excited. In general, there is a sum over allω; each±ω contributes to the energy.
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and one can find the identity
Rp
√
f(R)g(R)p−1
φ ′(R)
φ(R)
= rpH
√
f(rH)g(rH)p−1
φ ′(rH)
φ(rH)
. (31)
Using that f(R),g(R)→ 1 for large R and (20), this becomes
R
φ ′(R)
φ(R)
= −iωR
(
RH
R
)p
, (32)
which we can plug into (19) and (18) to find the absorption rate. In the limits we are working, one
finds
Γabs = 4
pi
Γ(p+12 )
2
(
ωRH
2
)p
, (33)
which agrees with Ref. [23], after using standard Gamma function identities. Note that the depen-
dence on all of the regulators has dropped out. Additionally, the metric dependence has also dropped
out. This is a well-known result: The absorption rate for minimal scalars only depends on the area
AH of the black hole horizon, but is otherwise independent of the function g(r). We will see that this
is not true for electromagnetic radiation.
4 Photon
We now turn to the photon. In the last section, we used the shift symmetry of the massless scalar to
derive our results. In the present case, the shift symmetry is replaced by the so called (large) gauge
symmetry. That is, transformations of the photon field Aµ
Aµ → Aµ + ∂µλ(x), (34)
where λ(x) is a function of the coordinates on the sphere θA at asymptotic infinity, i.e.,
lim
r→∞ λ(t, r, θA) = λ(θA). (35)
These are the so called large gauge transformations defined in [5, 6, 27]. To fix our conventions, on a
curved background with metric gµν(x), we take the Lagrangian density for the photon to be6
L = −
√
−g
4
FµνF
µν, (36)
which implies the equations of motion
Eν = −∇µFµν = −Aν +∇ν(∇µAµ) + RλνAλ. (37)
The Noether current for gauge transformations—the derivation can be found in, e.g., [26]—is given
by
jµ = Fµν∂νλ. (38)
Note that the Noether current has similarities with the shift current (7); it depends on the field strength
Fµν and is accompanied by the transformation parameter λ(x). To draw a parallel with the minimal
scalar let us note that the time component of jµ—which we ultimately use to determine a conserved
quantity for this current—only depends on the canonical momentum density F0i = Ei of the field Ai.
We may again speak about the conservation of canonical momentum. However, there are also glaring
dissimilarities. The new ingredient here is that λ is a function on the sphere with a clearly determined
boundary value at r→∞. Apart from that, λ does not, a priori, satisfy any constraints, so in the bulk
of the space time, λ(x) is undetermined. The current is conserved for all λ, so that it is up to us to
6Note that we do not include a dynamical metric, so that we are not allowing graviton–photon mixing, however, this seems
to be a subleading effect in the smallω limit.
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determine the gauge transformations that give useful conservation laws. We will find appropriate
constraints for it in due course. In particular, we will show that the conservation law is useful when
λ solves the ω = 0 photon equation with appropriate fall off for large r. It is clear however, that,
since λ is now a function of at least the coordinates on the sphere, we should be able to get more than
just a single `mode of the field Aµ. Indeed, we see that conservation of canonical momentum for the
minimal scalar becomes conservation of canonical momentum density for the photon; there is now a
zero mode for every ` > 0. The on-shell conservation of jµ follows directly
∇µjµ = −Eν∇νλ+ 12F
µν[∇µ,∇ν]λ = −Eν∇νλ. (39)
As with the minimal scalar, we also need to give the stress tensor for the photon field in curved
spacetime. It takes the form
Tµν = FµρF
ρ
ν +
1
4
gµνFρσF
ρσ. (40)
Its conservation follows from
∇µTµν = 12E
ρFρν −
1
2
Fρσ(Rλνρσ + R
λ
σνρ + R
λ
ρσν)Aλ, (41)
where the second term vanishes due to the first Bianchi identity for the Riemann tensor.
To proceed, we shall write down a mode expansion for Aµ. As the background (1) is spherically
symmetric, we would like to exploit this circumstance by labeling modes with the following com-
muting set of operators:7 since the spacetime is static and spherically symmetric, we have a timelike
Killing vector ∂t and rotational symmetry SO(p + 1). Thus we can use the Hamiltonian H = iL∂t
and the SO(p + 1) Casimir J2. In four dimensions (p = 2), we also include the parity transformation
P. The parity is relevant in this special case, as it allows us to distinguish the spherical harmonics
∇ˆYlm from WˆA = ˆAB∇ˆBYlm. In higher dimensions, the analogous two modes have different J2. For
convenience, let us decompose the Lorentz vector index µ into i, j,k ∈ (t, r) and A,B,C ∈ Ω. The
SO(p+ 1) Casimir acts as
J2Aj = −∆ˆAj J
2AA = −(∆ˆ− p+ 1)AA. (42)
If we let m represent the set of eigenvalue(s) of the generators of the Cartan subalgebra of SO(p + 1)
we may symbolically write even higher dimensional spherical harmonics as Y`m. Notice that m is a
single number only for p = 2. As we will only use a very limited set of properties of the spherical
harmonics on Sp, we will not give many details about these functions. More details can be found
in [28, 29]. For us, the relevant information is the following. On each Sp, there are two kinds of
vector spherical harmonics: there is a gradient mode, ∇ˆAY, and there is a divergence-free mode, WˆA,
with ∇ˆAWˆA = 0 [28, 29]. These modes have eigenvalues
∆ˆ(∇ˆAY`) = −
[
`(`+ p− 1) − (p− 1)
]
(∇ˆAY`) ∆ˆ Wˆ(`)A = −
[
`(`+ p− 1) − 1
]
Wˆ
(`)
A , (43)
and thus
J2(∇ˆAY`) = `(`+ p− 1)∇ˆAY` J2Wˆ(`)A = [`(`+ p− 1) + p− 2]Wˆ(`)A . (44)
Note that it is only for p = 2 that the two Casimir eigenvalues coincide. The degeneracies of the
gradient and divergence-free mode are given by
ds(p, `) =
(`+ p− 2)!
(p− 1)! `!
(2`+ p− 1) dV(p, `) =
`(`+ p− 1) (2`+ p− 1)(`+ p− 3)!
(p− 2)! (`− 1)!
, (45)
respectively. From (44) it is quite obvious that the Wˆ cannot mix with the scalar modes since they have
a different value for the Casimir for p > 2. For the special case of p = 2 we use—as we explained
above—parity to distinguish these two modes.
7NB: These operators commute with each other and the equations of motion.
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To proceed, we define a “gradient mode”
A(+)µ =
(
A(r)Y`,m(Ω),B(r)Y`,m(Ω),C(r)∇ˆAY`,m
)
e−iωt, (46)
as well as a “solenoidal mode” which is given by
A(−)µ =
(
0, 0,D(r)Wˆ(`)A (Ω)
)
e−iωt. (47)
For convenience, throughout the rest of the text, we may refer to these as+ and−modes, respectively.
In the following, we focus on the gradient or+mode and give only a few comments on the solenoidal
mode.
Let us also define a “longitudinal” or gauge mode:
Lµ = ∂µ(Λ(r)Ylm(Ω)e
−iωt) =
(
− iωΛ(r)Ylm(Ω),Λ ′(r)Ylm(Ω),Λ(r)∇ˆAYlm(Ω)
)
e−iωt. (48)
For ω > 0 this mode decouples and is unphysical, as expected; however, in the ω → 0 limit the
longitudinal and gradient modes degenerate as we see below explicitly in temporal gauge.
4.1 Gauge choice and radial equations of motion
So far, we haven’t chosen a gauge. We shall remedy this situation presently. It turns out that the
calculation is particularly convenient in temporal gauge
At = 0. (49)
When imposing this gauge on the + mode defined above we find that A = 0 and B is related to C ′(r)
via the Gauss constraint, while the − mode already satisfies the gauge condition. The + mode then
takes the form
A+µ =
(
0,C ′(r)
`(`+ p− 1)f(r)
`(`+ p− 1)f(r) −ω2r2g(r)
Ylm,C(r)∇ˆAYlm
)
µ
e−iωt. (50)
The rest of the equations of motion imply that this mode is a solution providedC(r) satisfies the radial
equation of motion
C ′′(r) +
d
dr
log
[
rp
√
f(r)g(r)p−1
`(`+ p− 1)f(r) −ω2r2g(r)
]
C ′(r) +
(
ω2
g(r)
f(r)
−
`(`+ p− 1)
r2
)
C(r) = 0. (51)
We may also calculate the field strength Fµν, which we use extensively in the calculation below. It is
given by
Ftr = iω
`(`+ p− 1)f(r)
ω2r2g(r) − `(`+ p− 1)f(r)
C ′(r) Y`me−iωt
FtA = −iωC(r) (∇ˆAY`m)e−iωt
FrA =
ω2r2g(r)
ω2r2g(r) − `(`+ p− 1)f(r)
C ′(r) (∇ˆAY`m)e−iωt
FAB = 0
. (52)
We put emphasis on this mode over the solenoidal mode as it is the one which degenerates with the
pure gauge mode λ(x). Information regarding the solenoidal mode can be found in appx B. Observe
that both the gradient and solenoidal mode start with ` = 1, not ` = 0, since the photon has spin one.
As for λ(x), after imposing the gauge condition, we find that the residual gauge freedom is given
by λ = Λ`m(r)Y`m(Ω). This corresponds to a “longitudinal photon” of the form
Lµ = ∂µλ = (0, Λ ′`m(r)Y`m(Ω), Λ`m(r)∇ˆAY`m(Ω)). (53)
Note that this is indeed the ω→ 0 limit of A(+)µ , which suggests an identification Cω → Λ as ω→ 0.
Cω(r) solves a second order differential so there are only two physically realized profiles of r as
ω → 0. With this observation, one may correctly anticipate that the interesting choice of Λ`m(r)
should be one of those modes.
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4.2 Solutions for the gradient mode
We are now in a position to study the solutions of eq. (51). It turns out that it is sufficient to study
the equation in three limits. This is an important difference from the ` = 0 minimal scalar calculation,
where we only needed two limits. We first study the case r  rH where the functions f(r) and g(r)
in eq. (1) go to 1. Thus (51) turns into the radial equation of motion for a photon propagating in flat
space. The second limit is the near horizon limit r−rH = δ RH. Finally, we investigate the equation
(51) on the whole space in theω→ 0 limit.8
Asymptotically Flat Limit Let us first turn to the asymptotically flat case. We find that the equation
of motion for the function C(r) becomes the second order ordinary differential equation
C ′′(r) +
(p− 2)ω2r2 − p `(`+ p− 1)
ω2r3 − `(`+ p− 1)r
C ′(r) +
(
ω2 −
`(`+ p− 1)
r2
)
C(r) = 0 (54)
which has a general solution in terms of combinations of Bessel functions of the first kind Jα(r), and
second kind Yα(r). Explicitly, one finds the solution
Cflat(r) = C1
` J`+p−12
(ωr) −ωr J`+p−32
(ωr)
(ωr)
p−1
2
+ C2
` Y`+p−12
(ωr) −ωrY`+p−32
(ωr)
(ωr)
p−1
2
. (55)
for all p > 1 and all ` > 0.
Just as for the scalar, two further limits are of interest. Forωr 1, the solution takes the form
Cflat(r) ' − 1
(ωr)
p−2
2
[
C1
√
2
pi
cos
(
ωr− (2`+ p− 2)pi4
)
+ C2
√
2
pi
sin
(
ωr− (2`+ p− 2)pi4
)]
. (56)
Conversely, whenωr 1, the solution is asymptotically and to leading order
Cflat = −C1
`+ p− 1
2
p−1
2 Γ
(
`+ p+12
) (ωr
2
)`
− C2
` Γ
(
`+ p−12
)
2
p−1
2 pi
(ωr
2
)−`−p+1
. (57)
We return to (55) in the next section where we examine the conservation laws that lead to the
absorption rate. Before we do that though, let us also examine the near-horizon limit of (51).
Near-Horizon Limit In particular we are interested in the near-horizon limit of (51) for very low
frequency. Since the limits do not commute, let us fix a prescription to which we adhere in the rest of
the text. In the following, we always take the near-horizon limit before we take the smallω limit, i.e.,
r − rH = δ  ωr2H. Then we can rewrite the resulting differential equation in terms of a new radial
coordinate ρ(r) such that its derivative
ρ ′(r) =
`(`+ p− 1)f(r) −ω2r2g(r)
rp
√
f(r)g(r)p−1
, (58)
and the equation of motion becomes
C ′′(ρ) +
(r2g(r))p−2
ω2 − f(r)
g(r)
`(`+p−1)
r2
C(ρ) = 0. (59)
At the horizon of a nonextremal black hole, f(r) has a double zero and g(r) is regular.9 Thus we
can make an approximation for f(r) in the near horizon limit where f(rH + δ) ≈ 12f ′′(rH)δ2 and
8These three limits are essentially the same as the three regions considered in a matched asymptotic expansion approach,
see e.g. [12, 13]. The last case, the “intermediate region”, is valid when ω2 g(r)
f(r) 
`(`+p−1)
r2
; however, we use the ω = 0
solution for the gauge parameter,Λ, in our conservation law below.
9For extremal black holes, f(r) develops higher order zeroes and g(r) goes to 1/f(r).
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g(rH + δ) ≈ g(rH). In the limit defined above, δ  ωr2H and ` fixed, the solution to the resulting
differential equation is
C(ρ) ' CHe±
iR
p−2
H
ω
ρ. (60)
At the horizon of the black hole, we want to choose a solution which is purely ingoing. We can
do so by choosing the sign of the exponent appropriately. Note that in the limit we are taking, the
derivative of our radial coordinate ρ ′(r) < 0, which implies that increasing r is decreasing ρ. The
ingoing solution is therefore actually the solution with the positive sign in the exponent.
Zero-Energy Limit We now consider the zero energy limit. In order for the spacelike contributions
to drop out of the conservation law, we find that the gauge parameter Λ`m(r) must satisfy this equa-
tion. To derive the solution of the equation of motion for C(r) in the ω = 0 limit, we can employ a
specific black hole background like Schwarzschild or Reissner–Nordström and then infer the general
solution. The equation itself is
C ′′(r) +
∂
∂r
log
(
rp
√
g(r)p−1
f(r)
)
C ′(r) −
`(`+ p− 1)
r2
C(r) = 0. (61)
The Schwarzschild metric in higher dimensions can be found in appx A.
In the following, we use rH to rewrite the functions f(r) and g(r) in terms of dimensionless variables
x = r
rH
. We insert the functions f(r) and g(r) for the Schwarzschild solution into theω = 0 and get
C ′′(x) +
(
p
x
−
2(p− 1) (2xp − x)
x2p − x2
)
C ′(x) −
`(`+ p− 1)
x2
C(x) = 0. (62)
The solution to this equation is given in terms of hypergeometric 2F1. Specifically, the two indepen-
dent solutions are
C
(1)
ω=0,p(r) =
(
r
rH
)`−p+1 1√
g(r)p−1
2F1
(
−
1
2
,
`
p− 1
;
3
2
+
`
p− 1
;
(
r
rH
)2(p−1))
(63)
C
(2)
ω=0,p(r) =
(
r
rH
)−`−2p+2 1√
g(r)p−1
2F1
(
−
1
2
,−1 −
`
p− 1
;
1
2
−
`
p− 1
;
(
r
rH
)2(p−1))
(64)
where we already inserted the form of the general solution where the g(r) parametrizes the depen-
dence of the solution on the specific black hole background.
We need to investigate two limits of these solutions. The near-horizon limit of these functions is
easily derived by noticing that the hypergeometric function needs to be evaluated at 1 where it is well
known that
2F1(a,b; c; 1) =
Γ(c)Γ(c− a− b)
Γ(c− a)Γ(c− b)
(65)
if the real parts<(c) > <(a+b). This is fulfilled here for the first solution. The function in the second
line goes to zero in this limit. Explicitly, the first function becomes
Cω=0,p(rH) =
2√
pig(rH)p−1
Γ
(
`
p−1 +
3
2
)
Γ
(
`
p−1 + 2
) . (66)
On the other hand, for large r, we want to pick out a solution which goes like R−`−p+1. For large
argument, the hypergeometric function satisfies
2F1(a,b; c; z) =
pi
sinpi(b− a)
(
(−z)−a
Γ(b)Γ(c− a)
−
(−z)−b
Γ(a)Γ(c− b)
)
(67)
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so the coefficient of the second solution can be adjusted to cancel an unwanted contribution from the
first solution. Then
Cω=0,p(R) =
(
R
rH
)−`−p+1
. (68)
Later, we will need the ratio of the near-horizon and the flat space value. It is (suppressing some
labels on C)
C(R)
C(rH)
=
√
pi
2
g(rH)
− `2
(
RH
R
)`+p−1 Γ ( `
p−1 + 2
)
Γ
(
`
p−1 +
3
2
) (69)
where we again used the relation R2H = g(rH)r
2
H.
Absorption Rate With the calculations from the first two paragraphs, we can assemble the absorp-
tion rate as a function of the ratio of the coefficients Ci of the flat space solutions (55). Explicitly, from
(56) it follows that the absorption rate is given by
Γabs = 1 −
∣∣∣∣∣1 − i
C2
C1
1 + iC2
C1
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (70)
Below, in the calculation of the cross section, we will encounter two ratios which we shall give here
for later reference. The first is a ratio for the near-horizon solutions
C ′(rH)
C(rH)
=
i Rp−2H
ω
ρ ′(r) = −iω
√
g(rH)
f(rH)
, (71)
where there is an implicit regulator on rH, which cancels out of the absorption calculation.
Conversely, when we take the radial coordinate r to be much larger than the radius of the black hole
r → R  rH, it is appropriate to use (54). Simultaneously taking ωR  1 allows us to use the small
argument expansion of the Bessel functions (57). In this limit the following equation is applicable
C2
C1
=
(
ωR
2
)2`+p−1
pi(`+ p− 1)(2`+ p− 1)
2` Γ(`+ p+12 )
2
`− RC
′(R)
C(R)
(`+ p− 1) + RC
′(R)
C(R)
. (72)
Thus we can turn the absorption rate into a function of the ratio C ′(R)/C(R) where R is large and try
to find an expression for this ratio in terms of other known quantities. This is what we do in the next
section.
4.3 Conservation laws
We now show that energy conservation∇µTµ0 = 0 and conservation of the soft current
jµ = Fµν∂νλ (73)
is enough to fix the leading low energy absorption rate Γabs for electromagnetic radiation uniquely.
We use the same contour as depicted in Fig. 1. From the conservation of the soft current it follows
that
0 w=
∮
C
?j =
∫R
rH
gttgijFti∂jλ
∣∣∣T
−T
√
−gdΩdr+
∫T
−T
grrgABFrA∂Bλ
√
−gdΩdt
∣∣∣∣∣
R
rH
. (74)
Using the field strength for the + mode (52) and
λ(r, θ) =
∑
`,m
c`mΛ`m(r)Y`m(θ), (75)
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we find for the time slices and a particular mode of the photon depending on the parameters (ω, `,m)
that ∫
grrgABFrA∂Bλ
√
−gdΩdt = −2`(`+ p− 1)ω sin(ωT)
√
r2pf(r)g(r)p−1Λ`m(r)C
′(r)
`(`+ p− 1)f(r) − r2ω2g(r)
∣∣∣R
rH
. (76)
This is to be evaluated for the two cases r = rH + δ → rH and r = R → ∞. No approximations have
been made at this point. We also already performed the integration over the sphere by making use of
the orthogonality relation for vector spherical harmonics on Sp∫
dΩp
√
γγAB∇AY`m(θA)∇BY∗`′m′(θA) = −`(`+ p− 1)δ``′δmm′ . (77)
Note that the indicesm andm ′ are multi-indices, the length of which depending on p.
We continue to examine the contour integral (74). The integrals over the spatial slices combine to
become∫R
rH
gttgijFti∂jλ
√
−g
∣∣∣T
−T
dΩdr
= 2`(`+ p− 1)ω sinωT
∫R
rH
√
r2pf(r)g(r)p−1
(
C(r)Λ`m(r)
f(r)r2
+
C ′(r)Λ ′`m(r)
`(`+ p− 1)f(r) − r2ω2g(r)
)
(78)
By integrating the derivative on C(r) in the second term by parts, the right hand side can be turned
into a total derivative and a bulk part which we interpret as a second order differential equation for
Λ`m. The bulk part is proportional to the C equation of motion (51) operator applied to Λ`m(r). We
would like the bulk term to become subleading in ω, which we can achieve by demanding that Λ
solve the ω = 0 equation of motion for C. Thus, Λ plays the role of the “intermediate solution” in
the matched asymptotic expansion approach, see e.g. [12, 13]. Then, after setting the bulk part to zero
one finds∫R
rH
gttgijFti∂jλ
√
−g
∣∣∣T
−T
dΩdr = 2`(`+ p− 1)ωsin(ωT)
rp
√
f(r)g(r)p−1
`(`+ p− 1)f(r) −ω2r2g(r)
C(r)Λ ′(r)
∣∣∣∣R
rH
(79)
Finally, we combine the boundary pieces from the spatial and temporal slices. Upon taking the small
ω and small δ limit according to the previously defined prescription, the conservation law constrains
the form of the solution via
ω2Rp
`(`+ p− 1)
∣∣∣∣C(R) C ′(R)Λ(R) Λ ′(R)
∣∣∣∣ = −
√
f(rH)
g(rH)
Rp−2H
∣∣∣∣C(rH) C ′(rH)Λ(rH) Λ ′(rH)
∣∣∣∣+ O(ω3). (80)
where we recognize
W(C,Λ) =
(
C(r)Λ ′(r) − C ′(r)Λ(r)
)
=
∣∣∣∣C(r) C ′(r)Λ(r) Λ ′(r)
∣∣∣∣ (81)
as the Wronskian determinant. The appearance of the Wronskian between C(r) and Λ(r), with Λ a
solution of (51) can also be derived directly from the differential equation (51) as shown in [30], see
appx C. We have shown that the conservation of the Wronskian follows from large gauge symmetry.
After deriving (80), we also need to find a relation from conservation of energy. For this, we need
two components of the energy-momentum tensor∮
C
?J =
(∫
Σ−
−
∫
Σ+
)
gttTtt
∣∣∣
t=±T
√
−gdΩdr+
(∫
H
−
∫
Λ
)
grrTrt
√
−g
∣∣∣
t=rH,R
dΩdt (82)
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which are given by
Trt =
∫
dω1dω2
4pi2
gABAω1A F
ω2
rB (iω1)e
−i(ω1+ω2)t (83)
Ttt =
1
2
∫
dω1dω2
4pi2
(
Aω1i A
ω2
j g
ijω1ω2 − f(r)g
ijgklFω1ik F
ω2
jl
)
e−i(ω1+ω2)t (84)
Again, the integration over spatial slices Σ± conspires to produce a factor of (ω1 + ω2)
sin(ω1+ω2)T
(ω1+ω2)pi
while the integrations over the time slices gives only a factor of sin(ω1+ω2)T(ω1+ω2)pi . Thus the spatial slices do
not actually contribute to the calculation. It follows that∫
dΩgrrTtr
√
−g
∣∣∣
r=rH
=
∫
dΩgrrTtr
√
−g
∣∣∣
r=R
(85)
or, more specifically∫
dΩ
√
γ
√
f(rH)
g(rH)
R
2(p−2)
H γ
ABFω1tA(rH,Ω)F
−ω1
rB (rH,Ω)
=
∫
dΩ
√
γ Rp−2γABFω1tA(R,Ω)F
−ω1
rB (R,Ω). (86)
We find an expression which holds for allω
Rp
C(R)C ′(R)
`(`+ p− 1) −ω2R2
=
√
f(rH)
g(rH)
RpH
C(rH)C
′(rH)
`(`+ p− 1)f(rH) −ω2R2H
. (87)
Use of the definition R2H = r
2
Hg(rH) made the above relations slightly more aesthetically pleasing.
Upon taking the small ω limit as well as the near-horizon limit – where we strictly adhere to our
prescription δ ωr2H to avoid order of limits issues – we drop the f term in the denominator so that
the two conservation laws take the form
ω2Rp
`(`+ p− 1)
∣∣∣∣C(R) C ′(R)Λ(R) Λ ′(R)
∣∣∣∣ = −
√
f(rH)
g(rH)
Rp−2H
∣∣∣∣C(rH) C ′(rH)Λ(rH) Λ ′(rH)
∣∣∣∣ (88a)
ω2Rp
`(`+ p− 1)
C(R)C ′(R) = −
√
f(rH)
g(rH)
C(rH)C
′(rH)R
p−2
H (88b)
Now recall that Λ`m(r) should solve the ω = 0 equation of motion for C, elsewhere also called
the intermediate solution. Since this is a second order differential equation, there are two solutions.
Let us choose the solution that falls off at large r like r−(`+1) and note that Λ`m(rH) is finite and
Λ ′`m(rH) = 0. In the limit δ  ωr2H,ωrH  ωR  1, we find a quadratic equation for C ′(R)/C(R)
from (88):
C(R)
C ′(R)
(
`+ p− 1
R
+
C ′(R)
C(R)
)2
=
i`(`+ p− 1)Rp−2H
ωRP
Λ(rH)
2
Λ(R)2
. (89)
We already inserted (71) into this equation. In the limit we are considering the right hand side should
be treated as large, in which case there are two solutions. The non-spurious solution is
C ′(R)
C(R)
≈ − `+ p− 1
R
+ i
`(`+ p− 1)Rp−2H
ωRp
Λ(rH)
2
Λ(R)2
. (90)
This is the relation we promised to derive in sec. 4.2. We can now plug this last result into (72) to get
C2
C1
= −
(
ωR
2
)2`+p−1
pi(`+ p− 1)(2`+ p− 1)
2`Γ
(
`+ p+12
)2
(
1 + i
ωRp−1
Rp−2H
2`+ p− 1
`(`+ p− 1)
)
Λ(rH)
2
Λ(R)2
(91)
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With this, we are now in a position to examine the absorption rate. The ratio C2
C1
is very small, thus
taking (70), (91), and (69) yields the absorption rate
Γabs =
(
ωRH
2
)2`+p
pi2(2`+ p− 1)2
`2Γ
(
`+ p+12
)2 Γ
(
`
p−1 + 2
)2
Γ
(
`
p−1 +
3
2
)2g(rH)−` (92)
The final solution is correct even for Reissner–Nordström-type black holes in higher dimensions.
The factor g(rH) takes care of the parameter dependence. The function g(r) for p + 2 dimensional
RN black holes is given in the appendix. In fact, this is should be the general result for any spher-
ically symmetric black hole solution. The form given here faithfully reproduces the result for the
Schwarzschild solution in four dimensions when using that g(rH) = 16. One can recover the cor-
rect scaling for the extremal limit, in the usual way eg. [31], by tuning ω such that rp−1H ∼ ωRH and
thus g(rH) ∼ (ωRH)−
2
p−1 , which agrees with results in [14, 31]. If one does not take the scaling limit
the absorption probability goes to zero in the extremal case, as in the case for minimally coupled
fermions [23].
5 Discussion
We have shown that the leading low energy photon absorption rate of black holes is fixed by large
gauge invariance and conservation of energy. At this point let us comment on the relationship of our
calculation to other approaches.
First, let us compare with doing the calculation via matched asymptotic expansions. One can do
the calculation in this way, and it involves solving the three limits used above. However, the inter-
pretation and method is conceptually different. We have conservation laws that identify constants of
motion between two fixed radii. Theω = 0 solution gives a parameter (Λ) for the gauge conservation
law. In a matched asymptotic analysis, one instead expands in the three regions and then matches the
coefficients of asymptotic behavior between large r in the near-horizon region and small r in the in-
termediate region, and large r in the intermediate region and small r in the flat region. Each matching
condition is two conditions on the solution, whereas each conservation law is only one condition.
Second, let us comment on the connection to HPS [11]. At first glance, our calculation looks quite
different from the discussion of HPS: we have regulated the calculation on spatial and timelike sur-
faces instead of working near null infinity; moreover, our order of limits is such that we never reach
null infinity; and finally, our calculation is entirely at the level of the classical equations of motion. In
fact, these are all superficial distinctions. Our result can be interpreted in the following way. We solve
the classical equations of motion for large r and the near-horizon region. This allows us to canonically
quantize using asymptotically flat modes and near-horizon modes. Then, we argue that there are two
conservation laws that fix the Bogolyubov transformation between these two sets of modes. This is
nothing but a Ward identity, since one could now use the Bogolyubov transformation to evaluate
correlators with interior insertions. To wit, we have just worked out in explicit detail the HPS Ward
identity in the background of a non-evaporating black hole.
There is one more point that deserves further exposition: the role of theω = 0 equation. We found
that in order to have a useful conservation law, i.e., such that we can drop the spacelike parts of the
contour, we needed the gauge parameter in the conservation law to satisfy theω = 0 photon equation
of motion. We motivated this result by observing that it is only in that case that the longitudinal
mode degenerates with the ω → 0 limit of the physical mode. But, one might ask, why didn’t this
complication arise when deriving Weinberg’s soft theorem from large gauge transformations? In fact,
our conservation law needs only the relationship of the gauge parameter between the two boundary
surfaces, r = R and r = rH. For the soft theorem, this is replaced by the relationship between the
gauge parameter on I − and I + for a longitudinal mode that behaves like the ω → 0 limit of the
transverse mode. That is to say, the ω = 0 equation is the analogue of the antipodal identification
in [27, 32], for this calculation.
Relatedly, one may wonder about the universality of the photon calculation, since we solved a
differential equation that depended on the geometry away from the horizon and the flat limits. In fact,
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we expect the suggestive form given in (92) is universal. First, since this should be directly related (via
small gauge transformation and spherical harmonic decomposition) to the antipodal identification
used in [11]. More explicitly, when ω = 0, unlike for ω 6= 0, the equation has three regular singular
points at r = 0, r = rH and r = ∞; hence the 2F1 solution. The solution is completely determined
by the behavior at these points. One might worry that r = 0 could be a source of nonuniversality;
however, in these coordinates the continuation to r < rH does not describe the black hole interior but
rather a second copy of the asymptotic flat region. That is r = 0 is a second copy of r = ∞. One can
see this explicitly from (94) and (99) in the appendix, which have a r 7→ r2H
r
inversion symmetry. Thus,
the equation is entirely determined by the near-horizon and asymptotically flat physics.
If one develops our approach in AdS, then we expect that one may interpret the λ equation as a flow
for a membrane paradigm, in the spirit of [25]. We leave that intuition for future investigations. Re-
latedly, it might be interesting to revisit the effective string calculations for absorption (and emission)
rates [31, 33–38], perhaps using more modern AdS/CFT technology from [39].
Finally, we would like to emphasize that our approach did not depend on the spherical symmetry
of the problem. The advantage of investigating this particular set of black hole solutions is that the
equations of motion separate. However, absorption rates have been studied and are known explicitly
for the uncharged Kerr black hole [16], though not for the Kerr–Newman solution to the authors’
knowledge. Additionally, we concentrated on the very simple case of the minimally coupled photon.
A natural expansion of this work is to investigate absorption rates for gravitational waves and their
possible relation to Strominger’s BMS0 symmetry [32]. We will leave these problems for future work.
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A Schwarzschild and RNMetrics in DGM Coordinates
The Schwarzschild metric in p+ 2 dimensions is given by
ds2 = −f(r ′)dt2 + f(r ′)−1dr
′2 + r
′2dΩp (93)
where f(r ′) = 1 −
(
rs
r′
)p−1. A coordinate transform to the form (1) is
r ′(r) =
(rp−1 + rp−1H )
2
p−1
r
(94)
and the two functions f(r) and g(r) are found to be
f(r) =
(
rp−1 − rp−1H
rp−1 + rp−1H
)2
, g(r) =
(rp−1 + rp−1H )
4
p−1
r4
, rp−1H =
rp−1S
4
. (95)
An integration constant has been chosen such that the two functions satisfy the asymptotically flat
condition
lim
r→∞ f(r) = limr→∞g(r) = 1. (96)
Note that g(r) is finite at the horizon g(rH) = 2
4
p−1 and in particular
R2H = r
2
Hg(rH) = r
2
S. (97)
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Similarly, for the Reissner-Nordström metric with function
f(r ′) = 1 −
(rS
r ′
)p−1
+
(rQ
r ′
)2p−2
(98)
we can give a coordinate transform
r ′(r) =
(
(4rp−1 + rp−1S )
2 − 4r2p−2Q
16rp−1
) 1
p−1
(99)
The metric is still given by the general form above (1), but with the two functions
f(r) =
[4(4r2(p−1) + r2(p−1)Q ) − r
2(p−1)
S ]
2
(4rp−1 − 2rp−1Q + r
p−1
S )
2(4rp−1 + 2rp−1Q + r
p−1
S )
2
(100)
g(r) =
(
(4rp−1 − 2rp−1Q + r
p−1
S )(4r
p−1 + 2rp−1Q + r
p−1
S )
16r2(p−1)
) 2
p−1
. (101)
Here r2Q =
Q2
4pi is the charge of the black hole. In these coordinates, the horizons are located at
rp−1H = ±
1
4
√
r2p−2S − 4r
2p−2
Q (102)
such that f(r) ∝ (r2 − r2H)2 and g(rH) is, again, finite. The extremal Reissner–Nordström black hole is
obtained in the limit rS = 2rQ. In our coordinates, g(r) diverges at the horizon.
B Solenoidal Mode
For completeness, the solenoidal mode equation of motion takes the form
D ′′(r) +
1
2
(
(p− 3)
g ′(r)
g(r)
+ 2
p− 2
r
+
f ′(r)
f(r)
)
D ′(r) +
(
ω2
g(r)
f(r)
−
`(`+ p− 1) + (p− 2)
r2
)
D(r) = 0.
(103)
The field strength is given by
Ftr = 0
FtA = −iωD(r) Wˆ
(`)
A e
−iωt
FrA = D
′(r) Wˆ(`)A e
−iωt
FAB = D(r)
(∇ˆAWˆ(`)B − ∇ˆBWˆ(`)A )e−iωt
, (104)
Unlike the gradient mode, this polarization does not have vanishing field strength as ω → 0, so we
do not expect it to mix with the residual gauge mode.
C Conservation of the Wronskian
This appendix demonstrates how the conservation of the Wronskian follows from the differential
equation, following the discussion and notation in [30]. The radial equation of motion (51) may be
written in the form
d
dr
(
rp
√
f(r)g(r)p−1
`(`+ p− 1)f(r) −ω2r2g(r)
C ′(r)
)
− rp−2
√
g(r)p−1
f(r)
C(r) = 0. (105)
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Following [30], define the two component vector
Ψ(r) =
(
C(r)
rp
√
f(r)g(r)p−1
`(`+p−1)f(r)−ω2r2g(r)C
′(r)
)
, (106)
which satisfies the first order differential equation
Ψ ′(r) = A(r).Ψ(r) A(r) =
 0 `(`+p−1)f(r)−ω2r2g(r)rp√f(r)g(r)p−1
rp−2
√
g(r)p−1
f(r) 0
 . (107)
This two dimensional system has two linearly independent solutions; call them Ψ(1) and Ψ(2). The
fundamental matrix is the two-by-two matrix, Φ, formed from (Ψ(1) Ψ(2)). Formally one may solve the
differential equation forΦ(r) in the complex plane by writing a path-ordered exponential
Φ(r) = P exp
(∫r
r0
A(z)dz
)
Φ(r0), (108)
and thus
detΦ(r) = exp
(∫r
r0
trA(z)dz
)
detφ(r0). (109)
From the vanishing trace of A(r), trA(r) = 0, it follows that detΦ(r) is a constant of motion; and the
determinant of the fundamental matrix is nothing but (a prefactor times) the Wronskian. Forming the
vectors Ψ(1) and Ψ(2) from C(r) and Λ(r), respectively, it follows that
detΦ =
rp
√
f(r)g(r)p−1
`(`+ p− 1)f(r) −ω2r2g(r)
[C(r)Λ ′(r) − C ′(r)Λ(r)] (110)
is a constant of motion. Applying our order of limits, one arrives at (80) in the main text. Let us
emphasize that all conservation laws, by their very nature, can be derived from the equations of
motion; the advantage of having a symmetry principle is that one may say something without even
looking at the detailed form of the equations of motion.
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